
Pretty pastel pink the colour  fresh garden
flowers and fairy floss.

Just like the old fashioned musk sticks this
colour is delicious.

Cheeky deep fuchsia.
Limited time only

Like the Lavender fields in Tasmania,
this shade is absolutely divine.

Soft pastel yellow that goes with Poe,
Azalea and Canterbury Blue for any
nursery andchildrens furniture.

This reminds me of English Roses in
the botanical gardens Brisbane.

Soft pastel blue, the very first shade
that was ever mixed at Canterbury Blue.
The colour of Canterbury s eyes.

Grey  undertone's, this looks beautiful
with Gandulf Cream.

Bright sky blue that looks like it belongs
in Greece.

Port Kennedy Western Australia has the
most gorgeous blue water, it also has a
very dear friend of mine Tracy Fenton who
owns and runs The Upcycled Barn,

The deepest dark navy that is
absolutely superb with gold highlights.

Bright orange, best to always paint grey
under orange shades to give it pop. 
Limited time only

SKU/CODE R-0024

Canterbury Blue

SKU/CODE E-0026

Cosmo Bright Blue

SKU/CODE R-0030

Azalea Pink

SKU/CODE R-0032

Boy George Deep Pink

SKU/CODE R-0025

Steele Grey Blue

SKU/CODE R-0027

Fenton Sea Blue

SKU/CODE R-0028

Artie Navy Blue

SKU/CODE R-0029

Frankie Orange

SKU/CODE R-0031

Charlee Dusty Pink

SKU/CODE R-0033

Poe Lavender

SKU/CODE R-0034

Sabastian Pastel Yellow

SKU/CODE R-0035

Jamie Salmon Pink
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Despite every effort to provide accurate  representations of  each  colour ,actual colours  may vary
slightly, due to different device screen settings, the lighting in the installation location, slight

differences in product finishes over time and other factors. Canterbury Blue will not accept
responsibility for any colour  differences that are not factory faults but if you genuinely dislike the
colour you have chosen please contact info@canterburyblue.com.au so we can help you. In purchasing from
Canterbury Blue , you agree to accept the small risk that there will be a slight variation between the
actual colour and the representation on our website. In addition, please be aware that each colour may

vary in texture due to the fact that each batch is mixed by hand.


